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PLB410 RESQLINK + WORLD ' S SMALLEST
406 MHZ GPS PLB WITH FREE TECH LOG
BOOK

Cena brutto 1 425,78 zł

Cena netto 1 159,17 zł

Numer katalogowy 21670892

Kod producenta PLB410

Kod EAN/Wewnętrzny 5900003154104

Certificate EASA Form 1 / FAA 8130-3

Opis produktu
NOW with a FREE TECHNICAL BOOK and the Pooleys Travel Log!

-EXPLORE NEW REGULATIONS FOR AIRCRAFT REGISTERED BY EASA TRANSPORT PLB AND TECHNICAL LOG BOOK

With 5.4 ounces and a weight of just 4.5 inches, ResQLink + is both a small and vibrant personal localization torch. Small
enough to wear it in your pocket, pin it on the backpack or hide in an inflatable life jacket.

 With three levels of integrated signal technology-GPS positioning, a strong 406 MHz signal and 121.5 MHz-ResQLink + ™ , it
quickly and accurately delivers your position to the global network of search-and-rescue satellites. The built-in stroboscopic
light provides visibility during nighttime installments.

PLB tests have been checked and tested in the most remote locations and treacherous conditions in the world. Ask about 400
pilots, sailors and explorers from the province, who were rescued by the PLB during a rigorous test program in Alaska. On the
basis of the results of the tests, the federal government in 2003 It has approved the use of PLB in the United States.

Even under extreme conditions and ResQLink + situations, it is easy to activate. Just spread the antenna and press the ON
button. Thanks to the powerful 66-channel GPS receiver, ResQLink + ™ conducts rescuers at a distance of not more than 100
meters. Search and rescue personnel are usually notified of your position in just five minutes using a GPS-enabled PLB, such
as ResQLink +.

Two built-in tests allow you to routinely verify that ResQLink + is working and is ready to use-one touch of a button can be
easily tested for internal electronics and GPS functions.

Resilient
 No subscription fees
 Super Bright LED Strobe
 Built-up 66-channel GPS
 Autotter and GPS test functions
 Typical performance 30 hours
 Battery other than Hazmat
 Made in USA
 If you use it ... we replace it free of charge. Just send your story to our Survivor Club link, send us your used lantern so that
we can install it on the Wall of the Sława, and we will send you a completely new lantern of equal or greater value.
 Users from the UK-remember to register your PLB here

NOW with the FREE technical book and the Pooleys travel log.

-EXPLORE NEW REGULATIONS FOR AIRCRAFT REGISTERED BY EASA TRANSPORT PLB AND TECHNICAL LOG BOOK
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